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 Obama Golfs For 4 Hours, 40 Minutes On Saturday, Then Holds Nighttime 
Ebola Meeting–Which New Ebola Czar Skips!   

 Ebola hoax: hidden purpose of the operation 

 Under that system, up the line, a patient would have no choice about 
whether to accept a diagnosis or take a drug or vaccine 

 Ebola: Very Crafty, False-Flag Vaccination-Blackmail? 

 Leaked Pentagon Video - Flu Vaccine Use to Modify Human Behavior  
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

 
Doctor: U.S. Army Rejected Successful Ebola Drug 2 Weeks Before Outbreak 
A medical doctor claims that he developed a successful drug to combat Ebola 
with the U.S. Army at Ft. Detrick Maryland, but that the research was inexplicably 
shut down two weeks before the first outbreak of the virus in West Africa. 
Richard C. Davis, M.D., a former flight surgeon with the U.S. Navy, told Infowars that he 
was leading a project to develop a drug called RC-2Beta, which according to Davis 
works, “at the core of our cells to enhance mitochondrial efficiency and promote gene 
signaling to stimulate cellular self-repair and pathogen destruction.” 
In the fall of 2013, Davis’ company began collaborating with the US Army at their 
Level 4 bioweapons facility at Ft. Detrick, Maryland to develop the drug, with 
astounding success. 
According to Davis, the drug “Killed four of the world’s deadliest viruses in a dose-
dependent fashion. The Army also noted that uninfected cells in the same 
cultures were untouched by the drug (i.e., it was non-toxic).” 
“Everyone was very excited about these results since there has never been a 
broad-spectrum anti-viral drug that killed so many different viruses without 
affecting normal (uninfected) cells in this way,” writes Davis. 
However, after the Army initially indicated to Davis and his team that they were ready to 
move ahead quickly with further testing, communication completely ceased. 
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<<Army research data 
shows effectiveness of 
RC-2Beta in fighting the 
Ebola virus. 
“Our once close 
communications and 
cordial relationship with 
the Ft. Detrick team 
went totally and 
inexplicably silent. Our 
phone calls went 
unanswered and emails 
unreturned,” writes 
Davis, adding he was 
“stunned” when the first 
reports of Ebola emerged 
in Africa just two weeks 
later. 

The doctor also desperately contacted mainstream media outlets in an effort to 
get the story out, including CNN, ABC, MSNBC, CBS, the New York Times, the 
Washington Post, the LA Times and others. After making initial contact and 
agreeing to provide documents, Davis was subsequently stonewalled and every 
outlet dropped the story!!!!! 
Davis then turned to Florida Congressman David Jolly in an effort to reopen lines 
of communication with Ft. Detrick, a process that is ongoing. 
While health authorities and the media aggressively promoted ZMapp and other less 
successful drugs to fight Ebola, Davis set about anxiously contacting the World Health 
Organization, which in June announced that experimental treatments for Ebola would 
be fast tracked. 
“Out of concern and frustration, I made it my personal priority to obtain the two 
necessary documents (Humanitarian Use Exemption and Export Certificate) 
needed to ship our drug to the medical teams working desperately in Africa,” 
writes Davis. “So I began calling, and writing and faxing everyone who might be 
able to help. Since May, I have reached out over 200 times to every head of every 
organization in the world involved with this crisis. This includes the World Health 
Organization, the Centers for Disease Control, the various teams at the FDA, the 
National Institutes of Health, DARPA, multiple private relief and aid organizations 
(like Doctors Without Borders), and dozens just like them. The response was 
always the same… Silence…” 
The doctor also slammed the Obama administration’s response to the Ebola outbreak. 
“The response of the American government has been patently absurd,” writes 
Davis. “Every protocol that has been put in place to prevent the spread of the 
disease has been ignored. Our borders remain open, infected patients are being 
brought into our hospitals, and no truly effective countermeasures have been 
erected to stem the tide of infectious risk.” 



Davis’ conclusion on the government’s handling of the Ebola crisis and the fact 
that a potentially successful cure for the virus was shut down by Ft. Detrick 
immediately before the outbreak in West Africa left him to draw a sobering 
conclusion. 
“I am left to conclude that America’s leadership is either guilty of gross 
misconduct, dereliction of duty, criminal negligence or worse – treason,” writes 
Davis, warning that the “crisis will undoubtedly spiral out of control” if the advice 
of incompetent public health authorities, the government and the media 
continues to be followed unquestionably. 
Davis boasts an impressive Curriculum Vitae, having authored over 400 patents 
and trademarks while also being awarded commendations from the Chief of Naval 
Operations. 
“The inescapable conclusions of negligence or corruption or both cannot be simply 
swept aside for the sake of political correctness when the lives of every one of us are at 
stake,” writes Davis, adding, “Ebola is real. It is here, now. There is no more time to 
waste.” 
http://www.infowars.com/doctor-u-s-army-rejected-successful-ebola-drug-2-
weeks-before-outbreak/print  

 
Man Dies Vomiting On Plane To US! CDC Let's Everyone Go Home To Spread 
Ebola To Their Loved Ones?  
A passenger died on a Nigeria-to-JFK flight after a vomiting fit Thursday — and a 
top lawmaker said officials gave the corpse only a “cursory” exam before 
declaring that the victim did not have Ebola. 
Rep. Peter King said in a letter to Homeland Security and Customs and Border 
Protection that the handling of the remains exposed serious flaws in airport 
preparedness for an Ebola outbreak. 
Between 70 and 100 passengers a day arrive at JFK from the Ebola epicenter 
countries of Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea, King noted, and they have access 
to public restrooms and mingle with other travelers before their first screening. 
“Given the high volume of travelers at JFK, it is essential that extraordinary 
measures are taken to intercept possible Ebola-infected passengers,” while 
keeping the public and first responders safe, King (R-LI) wrote to Homeland 
Security Secretary Jeh Johnson and Customs Commissioner Gil Kerlikowske. 
http://nypost.com/2014/10/16/alarm-after-vomiting-passenger-dies-on-flight-from-
nigeria-to-jfk/  

 
Tampa Fla/Ebola Update/Delta Airlines 
Play: http://youtu.be/hOI4ReOiK4E  
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUYbGrKU_bw 

 
VT Issues First Ebola Warning (Subject to National Security Hack!) 
This is what we have reason to believe:  There is an organized terror plot on 
behalf of financial entities to spread Ebola through the United States.  We believe 
airlines and hospitals are part of it, that Homeland Security and the TSA are 
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involved. Rather than use a weaponized Ebola strain, people are being 
purposefully infected with Ebola.   
It is (in part) related to potential profits related to vaccinations & it involves the 
upcoming US election, oil price fluctuations and manipulation of the US stock 
markets. 
Billions have been lost during the last 10 days but, more importantly, hundreds of 
billions will be made in what is now a pure “pump and dump” at the hands of the 
“grand cartel” . 
What is required is broad control over international travel, the media and the ability to 
move infected personnel into the US, using airlines but also human trafficking methods, 
this is how Ebola is now being spread. 
We estimate that as many as 5000 Americans have now been exposed to Ebola. 
We are asking security personnel to record tail numbers, though the CIA doesn’t 
always use them, of private aircraft used to transport “disease vectors” into the 
US and Europe. 
We have confirmations that this is being done.  We do not have confirmations as 
to all involved but we do know the US is targeted and that the intent is to kill as 
many Americans as possible to undermine social cohesion and destroy whatever 
confidence the American people have in government. 
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/10/15/vt-issues-first-ebola-warning/ 

Watchdog: Obama to bring non-American Ebola victims to U.S. for treatment 
President Obama is considering a plan to expand treatment of Ebola victims 
beyond Americans.  
While the bipartisan voice grows to ban Ebola victims from entering the United 
States, a new report claims that President Obama is considering a plan to bring 
the world’s Ebola patients to the United States to be treated. 
Judicial Watch, the conservative public watchdog group, says in a shocking 
report that the president is “actively formulating plans” to admit Ebola-infected 
non-citizens just to be treated. 

 
U.S. Troops Won’t Get Hazmat Suits for Ebola Mission in West Africa 
Posted By Jim Hoft | The Gateway Pundit On October 19, 2014  
Nashville Public Radio reported: 
Troops from the 101st Airborne Division leading the military response to Ebola in 
West Africa will only need gloves and masks to protect themselves from the 
deadly virus, so said Gen. David Rodriguez at a Pentagon briefing Wednesday. 
“They don’t need the whole suit – as such – because they’re not going to be in 
contact with any of the people,” the commander of U.S. troops in Africa said. 
Soldiers’ health will be monitored through surveys and taking their temperature on their 
way in and out of camps. If a service member does get sick, Rodriguez said they will be 
flown home immediately for treatment. 
Read more 

 
#StopEbolaStrike: National Strike to Force Obama to Block West African Flights 
Administration committing criminal neglect by failing to secure America against 
outbreak 
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Infowars.com is calling for a general 
strike across the United States in 
response to the federal government’s 
botched response to the Ebola 
outbreak and the Obama 
administration’s refusal to block flights 
coming in from West Africa. 
Countries bordering those in West 
Africa impacted by the Ebola outbreak 
have been successful in stopping the 

spread of the virus by blocking flights, including Ivory Coast, Guinea-Bissau and 
Senegal, and yet the Obama administration has refused to do likewise despite 
innumerable public figures calling on the White House to take action. 
Numerous airlines have also restricted flights to Ebola-affected countries and yet the 
United States remains wide open to potential Ebola patients not only via airports 
but also via the country’s porous southern border, where hundreds of illegal 
aliens from Ebola-hit countries have poured across in recent months. 
Marine Corps Gen. John Kelly, commander of the U.S. Southern Command, has 
also warned that if the Ebola outbreak continues to rage it could cause “mass 
migration into the United States” of victims seeking treatment. 
By refusing to block flights or tighten border security, the Obama administration is aiding 
and abetting the spread of Ebola and engaging in dereliction of duty by refusing to 
adopt the default position under such circumstances.  
That’s why we’re launching a national campaign for all non-essential workers in 
the United States to strike from Monday through Wednesday next week.  
We are calling on everyone to get behind the strike by tweeting under the hashtag 
#stopebolastrike and by personally participating in the general strike from Monday to 
Wednesday. We also invite other media outlets and media personalities to support the 
strike.  
We have also launched a petition at WhiteHouse.gov which we encourage all 
Americans to sign here.  
If the Obama administration fails to respond to the strike by Wednesday, it will be 
prolonged until the federal government is forced to take proper action to fight Ebola.  
The CDC has proven itself to be dangerously inept and woefully unprepared to deal with 
a wider Ebola outbreak in the United States after two nurses who should have been 
properly protected contracted the virus from patient zero – Thomas Eric Duncan.  
The CDC also gave express permission for Ebola victim Amber Vinson to travel on a 
commercial airliner after she had frequent contact with Duncan during his treatment at 
Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas, potentially exposing 132 passengers who 
also flew on the Frontier Airlines plane.  
The federal government is committing criminal neglect by failing to implement the 
very measures that have proven successful in other countries in stopping the 
spread of the Ebola outbreak.  
Read and sign the petition here. 
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For more detail on the general strike and why we are calling for it, see Paul Watson’s 
article, #StopEbolaStrike: National Strike to Force Obama to Block West African 
Flights. 

 
I have had that training and Ebola is a "Level 4" bio-hazard threat which requires 
(by their own protocols) the use of a full containment suit (moon suit just like you 
see the people from the CDC wearing  
Talk about another Government cover up! I knew they were lying when they said that 
the nurses at the Dallas hospital had been properly trained in the handling of bio-
hazards. I have had that training and Ebola is a "Level 4" bio-hazard threat which 
requires (by their own protocols) the use of a full containment suit (moon suit just like 
you see the people from the CDC wearing). However I saw Sanja Gupta on CNN 
showing the "proper" method for suiting up and it was a cloth mask with a face shield. If 
this was how the healthcare people were instructed it is absolutely WRONG and they 
had to have know it all along because they were the ones who wrote the protocols ! 
Your eyes are one of the most sensitive parts of the body and it is stupid not to have 
that type of protection with a Level 4 bio-hazard. Looks like to me they are trying to 
spread this intentionally. Either that or they a SO INCOMPETENT that it boggles 
the mind. Which ever one it is, it ain't good for us ! 

 
Dallas Hospital Had the Ebola Screening Machine That the Military Is Using in 
Africa  
They have the equipment to do full quick check on this disease and others, but 
they are not allowing the medical profession to use it, plus they are hiding it from 
the sheeple. -. SQ:I STATED 3 MONTHS AGO THAT THE MILITARY HAD THE 
ABILITY TO CHECK WITHIN 30 MINUTES FOR ANY E -BOLA STRAINS--THIS 
WHOLE PLOT HAS BEEN BREWED OUT OF 'THE CAULDRONS OF HELL' 

1,000 being checked for Ebola virus in U.S. 
Whether by land, sea or air, the fear of Ebola has been spreading at a pace far 
faster than the growth in the number of people diagnosed with the disease. 
In recent days, the number of people who have been asked to monitor themselves 
for symptoms has been steadily growing, especially among health care workers 
who were involved in the original treatment of Thomas E. Duncan, the Liberian 
who died from Ebola on Oct. 8 in Dallas. 
As of Friday, a pool of about 1,000 people are being watched for symptoms, have been 
asked to monitor themselves or have been urged to check with a counselor at the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The group includes a handful of people 
who have been ordered into quarantine, a larger group that is being closely watched 
with temperatures taken at least daily and a much larger group of travelers who may 
haven flown on a Frontier Airlines jetliner used at some point by an Ebola patient 
traveling with a low-grade fever. 
http://www.freep.com/story/news/world/2014/10/17/number-people-checked-ebola-
surges-toward/17462333/  

Ebola: Liberia deaths ‘far higher than reported’ as officials downplay epidemic 

Posted By Mark Townsend | London Guardian  The true death toll from the Ebola 
epidemic is being masked by chaotic data collection and people’s reluctance to admit 
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that their loved ones had the virus, according to one of west Africa’s most celebrated 
film-makers. 
Sorious Samura, who has just returned from making a documentary on the crisis in 
Liberia, said it is very clear on the ground that the true number of dead is far higher than 
the official figures being reported by the World Health Organisation. 
Liberia accounts for more than half of all the official Ebola deaths. Samura, a 
television journalist originally from Sierra Leone, said the Liberian authorities appeared 
to be deliberately downplaying the true number of cases, for fear of increasing alarm in 
the west African country. 
Full article here 

 
++ Ebola–RNs Call for Highest Standards for Protective Equipment, including 
Hazmat Suits and Training 
National Nurses United Press Release, 10/12/14 
In a recent press release from National Nurses United, we see that 2,000 RNs at more 
750 facilities in 46 states and the District of Columbia, were surveyed and the results 
are chilling. • 76 percent still say their hospital has not communicated to them any 
policy regarding potential admission of patients infected by Ebola; • 85 percent 
say their hospital has not provided education on Ebola with the ability for the 
nurses to interact and ask questions ;• 37 percent say their hospital has insufficient 
current supplies of eye protection (face shields or side shields with goggles) for daily 
use on their unit; • 36 percent say there are insufficient supplies of fluid 
resistant/impermeable gowns in their hospital • 39 percent say their hospital does not 
have plans to equip isolation rooms with plastic covered mattresses and pillows and 
discard all linens after use; • only 8 percent said they were aware their hospital does 
have such a plan in place. 
It has been well proven that the US had sufficient time, since December 2013, to 
put protocols in place for Ebola's "inevitable" appearance in America, yet despite 
multiple warnings from those that are now on the frontlines, doctors and nurses, 
it hasn't been done and hospitals all across America are still completely 
unprepared for any type of massive outbreak, which leads us to the obvious 
question of why? 
We know they expected something because DART teams (Disaster Assistance 
Response Teams) were notified months ago to prepare to be activated in the month of 
October and that EMS and hospitals would be "overwhelmed," as reported on October 
4, 2014. 

 
NEW YORK:They asked for volunteers to take care of any ebola patients that may 
come there….NOBODY would volunteer………and it appears there is much 
dissent in the nursing ranks as the administration was sort of threatening them  
Just returned from Albany, NY area where I went to say goodbye to my girls….. 
Their mother, my ex, is a nurse manager at the major teaching hospital in 
Albany…..well thurs around 5:30 the hospital called a mandatory emergency 
meeting about ebola….. 
They asked for volunteers to take care of any ebola patients that may come 
there….NOBODY would volunteer………and it appears there is much dissent in 
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the nursing ranks as the administration was sort of threatening them they have 
an obligation to take care of any ebola patients…..seems more than a few, my ex 
included, will simply quit work if they try to force them to take care of ebola 
patients….. 
I believe this attitude of nurses there to reflect nurses country wide…..when this 
ebola spreads, we shall see massive numbers of already short, nurses and other 
health care professionals quiting their jobs… 

 
HERE IS A HEADS UP CONFIRMATION RE: NYC BEING NEXT IN PLAY AND CDC 
WARNING TO THEM. LOOKS LIKE FEMA IS MAYBE GOING TO GET READY TO 
SET UP FIELD HOSPITALS OR VACCINE STATIONS?  
I was with a group last week when one of the men got a call from the FEMA Contractor 
for which he had subcontracted, most recently in response to Hurricane Sandy. He 
stated that FEMA had just formed a number of hospital contracts and he was ordered to 
report to New York City (I believe) on Monday morning. He and his wife packed their 
things and left immediately. He is a specialist in hospital operations. This seems to 
validate the above story and indicate that FEMA knows something is about to go down 
there. 

 
THE SHORT TERM PLAN? NEW YORK MAY BE FIRST CITY TO SEE THIS PUT IN 
PLAY  
Stephen... Hope this gets to you...Just got off the phone with "The Guy"... 
The plan is this: ID cards for First Responders, First. 
It will contain personal data and inoculation records. 
Next is the issuance of ID cards to regular US Citizens. Vials of vaccines will have 
barcodes on them... Lot numbers. As you are inoculated, a printed sticker... (with 
a lot number and the person who administered the dose) will be applied to you ID 
card. 
The ID card will HAVE to be presented at all businesses... Run through the 
standard Credit/Debit card scanners. No current innoculation... NO SERVICE. 
Abandoned & underutilized malls and shopping centers will be re-conformed as 
intake centers/ Med evaluation/ Decontamination & Housing facilities. 

 
Obama Announces CDC SWAT  Teams To Round Up Infected People 
President Obama, who has notably ignored our open Southern border, welcomed 
illegal aliens, and refused to institute a travel ban from Ebola-ridden countries, 
has a hardcore solution for Americans who are potentially suffering from Ebola. 
He’ll just increase the police state another notch. 
“What I have directed the CDC to do is that as soon as somebody is diagnosed 
with Ebola then we want a rapid response team, a SWAT team essentially, from 
the CDC, to be on the ground as quickly as possible. Hopefully within 24 hours.” 
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2014/10/obama-announces-cdc-swat-teams-
to-round-up-infected-people-3047538.html  

 
Military preps quick-strike team for Ebola response in United States 
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(CNN) -- The U.S. military is forming a 30-person "quick-strike team" equipped to 
provide direct treatment to Ebola patients inside the United States, a Defense 
Department official told CNN's Barbara Starr on Sunday. 

Play: http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/us/2014/10/19/nr-starr-pentagon-
preps-ebola-strike-team.cnn.html 

 
White House on Ebola Czar: We Weren’t Looking For An Ebola Expert  
After a CNN reporter asked White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest what 
experience “Ebola Czar” Ron Klain has with Ebola, Earnest said the White House 
wasn’t looking for an expert on Ebola. 
“To more directly address your question, what we were looking for is not an Ebola 
expert but rather an ‘implementation expert,’ and that’s exactly what Ron Klain is,” 
Earnest told the reporter. 
In other words, the federal official heading up the federal response to Ebola 
knows nothing about the disease. 
Earlier today, President Obama appointed Klain, a Democratic Party insider and former 
Chief of Staff to Vice President Joe Biden, to lead the nation’s Ebola response. 
“Klain does not have a medical or a health care background,” CBS DC reported. 
The appointment brought nearly universal condemnation. 
“Worst Ebola epidemic in world history and President Obama puts a government 
bureaucrat with no healthcare experience in charge,” Rep. Andy Harris (R-Md.) wrote 
on Twitter. “Is he serious?” 
For a complete write up on the corruption of this man see: The Great Father’s 
Ebola Solution: More Government Corruption  
Meanwhile, U.S. soldiers are only receiving four hours of training on Ebola before 
deploying to the West African nations struck hardest by the virus, which amounts to little 
more than putting on latex gloves and zipping up protective suits. 
But don’t worry, the Pentagon claims the nearly 4,000 troops being sent to Africa 
will be “kept safe” from the disease, even though health officials can’t keep Ebola 
from spreading in the U.S. 

 
Obama hits the links with ESPN 
host  
<<President Obama is hitting the links 
on Saturday, joined by ESPN 
commentator Tony Kornheiser after a 
hectic week for the White House in 
response to the Ebola outbreak. 
http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-
briefing-room/news/221178-obama-
hits-the-links-with-espn-host  

 
Obama Golfs For 4 Hours, 40 Minutes On Saturday, Then Holds Nighttime Ebola 
Meeting–Which New Ebola Czar Skips!  President Barack Obama’s new Ebola 
“czar” Ron Klain has skipped another White House meeting on the Ebola crisis, a 
readout of who attended a Saturday meeting with Obama shows this. 
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Ebola hoax: hidden purpose of the operation 
Behind every created pandemic, there are a number of agendas in play. 
In this case, the Globalist heavy hitters, who are dedicated to managing the planet, view 
things this way: Use a crisis to build a larger structure than previously existed. As in: 
one global healthcare system. All-encompassing. 
The future propaganda? “We can’t defeat Ebola unless all nations form a world one 
system that allows prevention and quarantine and immediate treatment anywhere on 
Earth.” 
In that sense, Ebola is the occasion for adding wings to the system. Ditto for every so-
called epidemic. 
“Well, we faced down and ultimately defeated virus X. But at great cost of life. Now we 
have to build better bridges between the healthcare systems of nations—and finally, we 
need one great Dispensary that adjudicates where drugs and vaccines go, who is 
quarantined, which borders are sealed off, at any point on the globe.” 
We’re talking about a very high-level op here. 
The Globalist dream? A single cradle-to-grave maze every person on earth 
follows, as a docile patient taking orders, submitting to diagnoses, taking 
vaccines and drugs, allowing their bodies and minds and energies and strength 
and independence to be drained away. 
A single global medical system is the ideal structure of control. 
Crisis A? Build a bigger system. Crisis B? Add to that system. Crisis C? Add 
more to the system. 
And of course—invent each crisis. 
The “medical crisis” is ideal, because it seems to involve no political agenda, no 
partisan position, no motive other than “helping those in need.” 
You’ll be hearing phrases like “the pitfalls of privatized medicine,” and “uncaring 
corporations,” and “the UN has to step in to solve the Ebola crisis,” and “international 
cooperation.” 
Realize that behind these phrases, there is another op in progress. At its deepest level it 
really has nothing to do with predatory corporations or greedy doctors, but has 
everything to do with building Medical Central for planet Earth. 
Under that system, up the line, a patient would have no choice about whether to 
accept a diagnosis or take a drug or vaccine. 
The watchword will be: compliance. For “the greater good.” 
Over the past hundred years, no force has been more powerful in shaping modern 
medicine than the Rockefeller empire. 
In his 2003 Memoirs, David Rockefeller wrote: “Some even believe we are part of a 
secret cabal working against the best interests of the United States, 
characterizing my family and me as ‘internationalists’ and of conspiring with 
others around the world to build a more integrated global political and economic 
structure—one world, if you will. If that is the charge, I stand guilty, and I am 
proud of it.” 
Rockefeller is acutely aware that one of the prime strategies for bringing his 
dream (nightmare) to fruition is a one-world, all-embracing medical apparatus. 
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There are some who welcome such an enterprise, naively believing it will mean greater 
health for all. 
For them, I cite (as I frequently do) Dr. Barbara Starfield’s shattering review: “Is 
US health really the best in the world?” 
Starfield was a revered public-health expert working at the Johns Hopkins School 
of Public Health. Her review was published on July 26, 2000, in the Journal of the 
American Medical Association. 
Starfield concluded that, every year in the US, the medical system directly kills 
225,000 people. Every year. That’s 2.25 MILLION deaths per decade. 
So imagine, if you will, what would happen if the Globalist dream of one 
“healthcare” system for the planet came true. 
And don’t imagine such a system would involve solving the ongoing, endemic 
causes of death in most of the world: contaminated water, starvation, lack of 
basic sanitation, poverty. 
The World Health Organization has had decades to make a significant dent in those 
grinding problems. But they talk; they appoint task forces; they study; they demand the 
distribution of more (toxic) medicines, and vaccines that push already-compromised 
immune systems over the cliff. 
http://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2014/10/17/ebola-hoax-hidden-purpose-of-the-
operation/  

 
Ebola: Very Crafty, False-Flag Vaccination-Blackmail? 
Russia and America have worked in the past militarizing the Ebola virus to be 
deployable as a bio-warfare weapon.  
So is this Ebola Virus Disease being set up as a false-flag operation to create a 
major epidemic inside America, while bringing blame to folks who refuse a new 
Ebola Vaccine which will soon be rolled out. 
Will those growing millions who are now routinely refusing all vaccinations and 
who are notably anti-vaccination be set up as patsies as this Ebola spreads out of 
control, after it is covertly and fully deployed across America? 
Can Ebola be covertly deployed to beat down We the People even further, while 
thinning the herd significantly and frightening Americans into giving up more basic 
Constitutional Rights? 
We know that the responsible authorities violated acceptable protocols to cut-off travel 
from areas of infection in order to isolate the infected from potential transmission 
Vectors. 
The most negligent thing any nation’s health authorities can do is to provide a free ticket 
for a lethal virus like Ebola into America.  
Globalist mouthpieces and talking heads have emerged claiming that to cut off 
travel from the areas in Africa affected would be tantamount to causing the virus 
to spread, and keeping travel open is the best way to stop it. These talking points 
which were issued to these State Health Officials by the CDC big shots are the 
opposite of known truth about containing such lethal viruses. This kind of 
leadership from the CDC is basically criminal negligence. 
Obviously, the State Health Officials are getting very bad information from the 
CDC and placing a great number of Americans at risk for Ebola, when such would 
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not have been necessary at all if all Travel had been cut off from known infected 
areas in Africa, and anywhere else the virus was not completely isolated and 
locked-down. 
If any nation wanted to send health workers to help, they could be sent and proper 
protocols utilized. This would mean that, after their tour of duty was completed, these 
folks could be quarantined in a clean environment in that country for an acceptable 
period of time greater than the known incubation of 21 days. There is never any valid 
reason to give any such lethal virus a plane ticket into America, as was done. 
My guess is that a new Ebola Vaccine will soon be rolled out and many will refuse 
it, while Ebola is “covertly seeded” across America. Then the vaccination-
refusers will be blamed for it. And this blame will then perhaps be used as an 
excuse to attack and intern those who won’t comply, either murdering them in 
their own homes, or taking them to quarantined FEMA Camps, where they can be 
forcibly inoculated with vaccines containing Ebola. 
It is a known fact that the numbers of Americans who distrust vaccines and are refusing 
them for themselves and their kids are growing daily. A great deal of negative 
information has been circulated in the Alternative media on the worldwide internet. 
Much of this new information is coming from esteemed medical practitioners and 
researchers and even reported in respected peer-reviewed journals. You can do some 
basic research for yourself, but an association between vaccines and autism 
spectrum disorders has been firmly established, and deaths and disabilities have 
resulted from the HPV vaccine, which so many hospitals, doctors, nurses, heath 
departments, employers and schools are pushing. 
And there are thousands of Gulf War vets who believe their illnesses and disabilities 
were cause by all the experimental vaccines they were required to take. These vaccines 
were not tested before being used on them. This is criminal beyond words and just as 
criminal as the continual deployment of DU weapons and the massive exposures 
allowed by American Soldiers which has disabled many and created a great deal of 
death, misery and hardship for their families. 
Do your own research, come to your own conclusions. But consider this, it is crazy to 
give young children 35 or more vaccinations by the time they are 6 years old. 
Many of these still contain Thimerisol, a form of ethyl mercury — the most neuro-
toxic substance known to mankind, and one that is known to decrease IQ 
significantly in children, like lead exposure does. And yet why was this used? 
Supposedly, as a preservative in group vials, which few use. 
A growing number of experts believe that this use of mercury was a conscious decision 
to dumb-down the populace and keep them from rebelling, just like the addition of 
industrial waste from the gypsum, aluminum and uranium industries, the compound 
known as Fluoride. It was used in Nazi Internment Camps and in Russian Bolshevik 
Gulags to minimize escape attempts and rebellions. 
Also we know that the US Military has spent millions working on long-acting, 
stealth viruses. Just do an Internet search. These viruses are deployed to sit idly by 
and be later activated through other viruses. We also know that the Pentagon has been 
financing multimillion dollar projects to develop a vaccine which will alter the brain to 
reduce fundamental religious behavior. Can you say partial lobotomy, destruction of the 
soul?  
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So will there be a new Ebola Vaccine soon rolled out to act as a catalyst for long-
acting viruses already vaccinated into many Americans through the yearly Flu 
Vaccines, and will it induce partial brain lobotomies to reduce fundamental 
religious behavior, which the USG defines as Domestic Terrorism? The following 
video clip leaked by a Pentagon good guy shows just how serious the US Army 
has been about coming up with bio-warfare to reduce extremism and any belief in 
God Almighty.  
Leaked Pentagon Video - Flu Vaccine Use to Modify Human Behavior  
Play:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MuXgpl2Sxg  
The truth about vaccines is out there for those who want to dig a bit.  
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/10/14/ebola-very-crafty-false-flag-vaccination-
blackmail/ 
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